PRODUCT
DATA SHEET
ENDURANCE DRIVE COLD STORE JACKET
X29J
Best suited for FLT Drivers and working at a lower activity rate. Featuring
FlexEasy and a Voice Pick system, this jacket is one of the most modern freezer
jackets on the market.
Ref: X29J
Variants: XS , S , M , L , XL , 2XL , 3XL , 4XL , 5XL , 6XL , SP
Area of use: Cold Store / Freezer -5 to -50°C
Job role: Driver , Manager

Certification 1: EN 342:2017
0.387(B) 2 X
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DESCRIPTION
Endurance Drive Jacket The Endurance Drive Jacket - Comfortable, flexible, warm & hugely durable!

This jacket has been designed for FLT Drivers & people working at a lower activity rate. New features such as Voice Pick pockets, Improved zip gusset &
designated Embroidery areas, provides one of the most modern freezer jackets on the market.

Defence Technology - this garment uses Clo Insulation an specialist materials so that it can withstand 30 washes without losing it's thermal performance.
Find more about Defence Technology here.

Manufactured in Europe
FlexEasy band on the shoulders provides greater flexibility and easy movement of arms when stretching.
Endurance fabric on areas that tend to wear down quickest increases the longevity of the garment, saving money in the long term.
Clo Insulation Teknica provides excellent warmth and comfort, which is most important when working in cold conditions.
Arm pockets with dividers for pens, pencils etc
Certified to EN342:2017 standards, with class 1 breathability.
Ergonomically designed zip gusset prevents zip damage and allows greater comfort when bending or sitting
Ski Skirt helps to keep in warmth even when stretching by providing a seal around the waist
Fabric Chin guard stops the zip catching on skin or facial hair.
High fleeced collar provides a more comfortable touch to the skin.
Internal pockets compatible with most modern voice pick systems, provides a neat and comfortable solution to wearing voice pick apparatus
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